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Abstract: Safety verification of real-time embedded systems is a complex and hot issue. This paper proposes a SysML/MARTE activity diagram (SMAD), which is extended from SysML activity diagram (SAD) with non-functional MARTE semantics, for the describing of the real-time embedded systems behaviors. To carry out the safety verification, we transform the SMAD into timed automata. The processes of the model transformation and formal verification are as follows: first, building the meta-models of SMAD and timed automata, which are based on MDE; second, achieving the semantic and structures mapping, which can complete the model transformation; third, input the CTL specification into model checker UPPAAL for the verification. Finally, we construct an instance to illustrate the validity of the approach.
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1. Introduction

There are lots of complex dynamic behaviors in embedded systems, which have been used in the industrial control systems for highlighting the safety of aerospace systems [1], high-speed rail, nuclear power and so on. In these areas, higher safety requirements should be guaranteed [2]. Once the software goes wrong, it may bring immeasurable losses to life and property. As software system becomes increasingly complex and the scale is getting bigger, how to design real-time embedded systems, which have high quality, reliability and can be verified, is a hotspot issue in academia and industry.

Nowadays, UML (United Modeling Language) [3] has been the recognized industry standard modeling language and has been widely used, but modeling real-time embedded systems using UML have some difficulties, such as the lack of consistency [4], poor interoperability and poor modeling ability for system projects. Modeling dynamic behaviors using UML activity diagram (AD) also have some problems, such as, difficulties in safety verification.

SysML (Systems Modeling Language) [5], [6] is standard modeling language in system engineering application, supporting analysis, design, verification and validation for a complex system in detail. MARTE (Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems) [7] is standard modeling language for real-time embedded systems, providing expression syntax for time and algebra, and supporting the non-functional attributes modeling. We should transfer these UML or SysML models into other formal models.

Traditionally, the transformation is the format of ad-hoc [8] which builds the special transformation for special models. This transformation has questions of semantic and syntax mingling with each other and needs to be rebuilt when adding new elements. For example, Bernardi, S. [9] proposes the transformation

To solve these problems, the model transformation based on MDE is proposed. Frederic Jouault [18] proposes how the ATL achieves the automatic model transformation. Tian Zhang [19] proposes the transformation between MARTE model and FIACRE model using ATL in AMMA; Yaping Liu [20] proposes the method of real-time system transformation based on meta-model [21]. Mingji [22] achieves the transformation between MARTE model and priced timed automata. Lixia Ji [23] achieves the transformation between UML model and timed automata. Xiaopu Huang [24] proposes the transformation between SysML state diagram and timed automata. The above research work segregates the transformation of semantic and syntax, and can reuse the transformation.

However, modeling using UML and interoperability are not robustness, and the description of embedded systems using AD is incomplete. We use SMAD model to describe embedded systems. The reason why we use SMAD is that SysML can describe systems better and SAD extends some properties which can describe systems more completely. Another reason is that introduction of MARTE clock can provide the expression of time which is important in real-time systems. This paper proposes a method transforming the SMAD into timed automata. Because AD is also a kind of special state diagram, activity is also a special activity state and timed automata is based on state, the activities and transitions of SAD have a semantic-mapping relation with the states and edges of timed automata. This paper proposes a method of model transformation and safety verification using the UPPAAL [25]. First, we use the SMAD to describe the behaviors of the real-time embedded systems. Second, we build the meta-models of the SMAD model and timed automata model based on MDE. Third, we formulate the semantic mapping rules between meta-models and give the transformation algorithms of structures. Finally, we input CTL specification into UPPAAL for the safety verification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we propose a short overview over SAD, MARTE and the verification framework; in Section III, we build the meta-models of the SMAD model and timed automata model based on MDE, then we formulate the semantic mapping rules between meta-models and give the transformation algorithms of structures; in Section IV, we achieve the safety verification of SMAD using the control system of telephone; in Section V, we have a conclusion of our work.

2. SysML and MARTE

This section describes the SysML and MARTE briefly, puts emphasis on the concepts of SAD and MARTE clock and gives the verification framework.

2.1. SysML and SAD

SysML based on model-driven is the system engineering standard modeling language. SysML supports the description of analysis, design, verification and validation, for hardware, software, personnel and information. It is based on UML2.0, reusing the state machine package and timing package, expanding the activity package and auxiliary package and adding requirement package, parameter package and
distribution package [5]. Modeling systems engineering using UML have some questions such as the lack of rigorous semantic, in adequate function description, low reusability and poor interoperability. SysML can remedy these defects.

SAD is an extended from UML AD, including the probability, control as data, control material flow or continuous energy flow[5]. All of these can describe the real-time embedded systems more completely. In the UML, the control can only make the action start while the control can also make the action end in SysML. SysML supports the control operator, which is a logic operator and can generate a control value from input to output. It also supports the limits of the entity flow rate including material, energy, information’s continuous stream and discrete streams. SysML extends the object node and class diagram symbol for activity, demonstrates an associated semantics combination among the activities and defines the consistency rules between activity and class diagram. SysML introduces the concept of probability which is used to represent a possibility to leave the decision point or transition be fired. The output parameter sets can also use it to describe the possibility of an output.

AD is also a kind of special state diagrams, activity is also a special activity state, and the transition between activities is not needed to be fired. AD is an important way to describe the system behavior, and SAD can describe the embedded systems that exist a large number of behaviors better: first, using the control as data can control activity's beginning and ending, and control activity in accordance with the direction of reliable security; second, control operator can not only use the precise activity’s input and output, thereby improving the controllability of the system activity and safety, but also provide a formal convenient expression for the AD; third, for the actual system activity, various factors influence the activity, so we are not certain that the activity occurs in accordance with the certain order, and the introduction of probability one of safety attributes can improve the description of the activity. However, SAD does not have enough data types and it lacks of the syntax expressions of time and algebra. As a result, it can’t model system with sufficient non-functional property [19].

2.2. MARTE and Clock

MARTE is a UML profile published by the OMG (Object Management Group) in 2007, replacing the scheduling performance and timing modeling profile UML-SPT(UML profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time). UML and SysML lack of time and algebraic expression syntax, and there are not enough data types supporting system modeling and other non-functional properties in the non-functional attributes modeling. MARTE are mainly based on three parts (i.e. base, design and analysis), which can be seen in Fig. 1. The base model covers the embedded real-time systems concepts, such as Time, NFP (Non-Functional Properties), GRM (Generic Resource Modeling) and Alloc (Allocation Modeling). Design model is for concurrent and real-time activity on the behavior modeling, such as GCM (Generic Component Model), HLAM (High-Level Application Modeling), SRM (Software Resource Modeling) and HRM (Hardware Resource Modeling). Analysis model can be used to encapsulate analysis system performance and reliability modeling elements, such as GQAM (Generic Quantitative Analysis Modeling), SAM (Schedulability Analysis Modeling) and PAM (Performance Analysis Modeling) [7].

For the real-time embedded systems, the time is essential. This paper uses the time package in the base part. Time structure consists of the time-base, multi-time base, time and structural relationship of time. The basic elements constituting the time structure is time-base, which is a set of ordered points. The channel of time is mainly made up of clock. In MARTE, the clock is an element of a model, and is the channel contacting with time structures. Clock is the element that the most often used to access the time structures and has the ability to bind a specific action or reference to the clock individual, including the Chronometric Time and Logic Time. The clock can be logic or physical, or both. Fig. 2 is Chronometric clock used by this paper.
2.3. The Safety Verification Framework of SAD Combined with MARTE Semantic

From the foregoing information, SAD and MARTE clock can compensate for the defects of modeling the functional descriptions and safety attributes using UML, but the semi-formal SMAD is difficult for safety verification. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a safety verification method transforming SMAD to timed automata. Its framework is shown in Fig. 3.
As is shown in Fig. 3, first, we extract the activity behavior, the time constraints, probability, control and other non-functional properties of real-time embedded systems applications and build the model of SMAD using Rhapsody [26]. Second, we build meta-models of SMAD and timed automata. Third, we build semantic mapping between them, and construct the structures transformation algorithms. Then, the model of SMAD can be transformed into timed automata model. Finally, after read by UPPAAL, we can have a verification and analysis on the safety using TCTL [27] and PCTL [28]. The results are fed back to the SMAD model. The transformation process is achieved in the AMMA platform. UPPAAL is the model checker, supporting the verification of time and probability [29]. Rhapsody is developed by IBM for the modeling of real-time embedded systems.

3. The Semantic Mapping between SMAD and Timed Automata

In this section, we build the meta-models of SMAD and timed automata, and have a detail analysis for the automatic semantic mapping process between meta-models. Then, we give the transformation algorithms about concurrent and decision structures.

3.1. The Meta-Model of SMAD

According to the definition of the SMAD in the SysML and MARTE standard documents and the behaviors requirements in the real-time embedded systems, we build the meta-model of SMAD, which is shown in the Fig. 4 SMAD consists of Activity Node and Activity Edge which are two major components. There is an Activity Edge between Activity Nodes. When meeting the guard in decision structure, the next activity which is pointed by the Activity Edge will be fired. Each active node can derive from other nodes, such as the Decision Node, the Initial Node and Action. Action which can derive from types of behavior has constraints. In this paper, we use the type of CallOperation Action. There are guard conditions (such as Value Specification) on the decision node which can trigger the transition. The Region covers all behaviors and attributes of activities, so the attribute of the Region is inherited by all activities. This paper puts the concept of clock into the on which is one attribute of Region, so each element of the SMAD can be labeled by the time constraint.

![Fig. 4. Meta-model of SMAD.](image-url)
activity. The control as data is represented by the value of input and output. Pin, one of SAD’s elements, is used to represent the type of control. Expression of the transition composed by name and type of Pin, is the input and output of the data. Exponential rate representing exponential probability distribution is a probability expression in SysML is Branch Point is used to indicate whether the state is a probability of a branch. Prob indicates the probability of an activity node which could be happened. The introduction of the probability can improve the description of the activity diagram, and is helpful for the safety verification.

However, SysML does not have the syntax’s description of the time and algebra, providing only a simple time which inadequately describes the non-functional properties of embedded real-time systems. MARTE offers a rich way to support the formal expression of non-functional properties of embedded real-time systems, such as Logic time and Chronometric time. Logical time is used to define the number of events. Chronometric time is used to describe the physical time. They can supply clocks for different needs and define the clock constraints to restrain the behaviors of the system [20]. Logic time and Chronometric time solve the problems of how the systems rely more clocks and how the clock restrains the system time. In this paper, we simplify the meta-model of the time and reserve the needed time elements in the modeling of the SMAD. It is shown in the Fig. 4.

Clock represents the access time. Timed Element is an abstract of timing concept and it integrates time element and the set of non-empty clocks together. Timed Install Observati-

On represents the given example and Timed Duration Observation is the given interval of clocks. Timed Instant Constraint binds with the occurrence of events, which is associated with a predicate expressions. Timed Duration Constraint binds with the execution of event, which is associated with a role used in the period expression.

![Fig. 5. Meta-model of timed automata.](image)

### 3.2. The Meta-Model of Timed Automata

A timed automata is a four-tuple \(<N, I_0, E, I>\), where \(N\) represents a set of finite locations, \(I_0\) is the initial location, \(E\) represents the set of edges and \(I\) is a variant on the location. The core modeling language in UPPAAL is network of timed automata (NTA). NTA is a concurrent combination of timed automata \(A_1, ..., A_n\).

In this paper, the model checker is UPPAAL which is based on the timed automata. According to the definition of timed automata and safety requirements, we build the meta-model of timed automata which is shown in Fig. 5. NTA includes timed automata, common Action set, Declare and sets of Clock. Each timed automata has Location and Transition. Transition defines a number of guard conditions including...
parameter expression, Boolean expressions SelExpression and Label. SelExpression means the control.
SynExpression represents channel associated expression. Location derives from the Initial Location and
combines of the Label.

As is shown in Fig. 5, Initial marks the initial position. Label is a clock constraint expression which can be
used as the invariant of Location or the constraints of Transition. We add a Boolean expression
SelExpression that represents the control. We combine Label for Location and Transition, then use
Probability and Exponential rate in the Kind of Label.

3.3. The Semantic Mapping Rules between the Meta-Models of SMAD and Timed Automata

In MDE, the semantic and abstract syntax of the language are defined through meta-model. For example,
UML semantics are defined in the meta-model of M1 layer through its MOF. Assuming S is the meta-model of
SMAD, T is the meta-model of timed automata and relationship $\phi$ defines a mapping from S to T, then the
semantics of timed automata can be represented by relation $\phi(S) = T$. $\phi$ is defined by a set of the
mapping rules (S2T for short). For each mapping rule $\phi(s) = t$, s means one or more SMAD meta-model
and t is a timed automata meta-model.

S2T mapping rules are defined separately from the basic types of structure, behavior, and time
constraints. Each aspect contains a set of S2T rules.

In the basic types of structural mapping, SMAD basic data types include Real, Integer, Boolean, String and
Data Time etc, while UPPAAL only supports Integer, String and Boolean. Based on the semantics, Integer,
String and Boolean are mapped directly. Data Time is mapped to Integer. Real value before the decimal
point is mapped to Integer. The description of S2T rules based on basic data types can be seen in the Table
1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Types of Structure Mapping between SMAD and Timed Automata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mapping rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (Integer) $\Rightarrow$ Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (String) $\Rightarrow$ String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (Boolean) $\Rightarrow$ Boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (DataTime) $\Rightarrow$ Interger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (Real) $\Rightarrow$ Interger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In behavioral mapping, an Activity is mapped to a timed automata template. Region is mapped to timed
automata. Action has the same semantic with Transition, so they map each. Node of SMAD and Location of
timed automata describe state, so they map each. Pin, as the type of SMAD control, is mapped to boolean
selection expression SelExpression in timed automata. isBranchPoint showing weather the active state is a
probability branch maps to the Label a branch in timed automata. Pro and Exponential rate attributes in
SMAD indicating the probability of active state map to the probability and Exponential rate in timed
automata. In summary, the semantic behavioral mapping rules between the meta-models of SMAD and
timed automata are shown in Table 2.

In time constraint mapping rules, TimeInstantConstraint is a boolean expression and is mapped directly
to BoolExpression. TimeDurationConstraint represents association of two events and time interval which
needs a local clock, and is mapped to the variable of clock in Label. TimedInstantObservation and
TimedDurationObservation are mapped to the clock in timed automata and set to different time constraints
by observing the different properties. On which is one attribute of Region in SMAD is behalf of the clock
model and is mapped directly to the clock in timed automata. In summary, the time constraints mapping rules between the meta-models of MARTE clock and timed automata are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Behaviors Mapping between Activity Diagram and Timed Automata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Mapping Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Activity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constraint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ActivityNode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(InitialNode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CallOperationAction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Operation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ValueSpecification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Pro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Exponentialrate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(isBranchPoint)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Time Constraints Mapping between MARTE and Timed Automata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Constraints Mapping Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(TimedInstantObservation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TimedDurationObservation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TimedInstantConstraint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TimedDurationConstraint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Region.On)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. The Structure Transformation between SMAD and Timed Automata

We have introduced the semantic mapping process between meta-models of SMAD and timed automata. However, the concurrent structure in SMAD can’t be expressed by timed automata which have no concurrent structure. Network of time automata can deal with the concurrent structure. Timed automata have no decision structure. As a result, we should transform the SMAD with concurrent and decision structures to timed automata. The concurrent structure of SMAD is shown in Fig. 6 and the decision structure is shown in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 6. Concurrent structure of SMAD.](image1)

![Fig. 7. Decision structure of SMAD.](image2)

The transformation process between SMAD’s concurrent structure and timed automata is shown in Algorithm1.
Algorithm 1: The transformation of concurrent structure
Input: SAD = (actionin, actionout, guard, transition, fork, lable).
Output: timed automata = (actionIn, actionOut, actionin, actionout, clock, go, edge, guard, lable).
Function: transform SAD into NTA
Begin
If actioninis over
add actionIn, actionOut;
add go? edge from actionOut to actionIn;
If actioninhas signal
signal is the synchronization;
Else
go is the synchronization
edge.lable = actionin1==0||...|| actioninn==0;
If actionin has lable
add lable to actionOut;
End if;
add edge from actionIn to actionOut;
guard. actionin1==1&&...&&guard. actioninn==1&&clock==0;
add edge from actionIn to actionOut;
guard.lable=lable;
guard.actionin1==0..guard.actioninn==0, guard.actionout1==11..
guard. Actionoutn==1;
end if
End

According to this algorithm, the result of concurrent structure transformation from SMAD to timed automata is shown in Fig. 8.

The transformation process between SMAD’s decision structure and timed automata is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: The transformation of decision structure
Input: decisionNode=(actionin, actionout, guard, transition, lable).
Output: timed automata=(stateIn, stateOut, edge, guard, lable).
Function: transform the decision structure into timed automata
Begin
If guard is meet
Add edge from stateIn to stateOut1;
Edge.guard=transition.lable;
Edge.lable=transiton.lable;
Edge.action=valueSpecificationAction;
Else
Add edge from stateIn to stateOut2;
Edge.guard=transition.lable;
Edge.lable=transiton.lable;
Edge.action=valueSpecificationAction;
End
According to this algorithm, the result of decision structure transformation from SMAD to timed automata is shown in Fig. 9.

4. Case Study

In this section, we verify the safety of a telephone control system (TS) using SMAD. Control systems restrict the behavior of the system via some designated control mechanisms, which provide a more generic framework to integrate the automaton and grammar representations of control in supervisory control and regulated rewriting, and is related to system safety issues [30].

4.1. Question

When a user dials a telephone number, the telephone system works as follows: TS will come into the connect activity. In this activity, TS will decide whether the time is beyond 30s. If yes, it will end, else if it receives a conflict, the call is finished too, else if it receives an answer, it will come into counting activity and checking activity. In these activities, the TS counts the calling time and checks the signal. If the signal is lost, the keep activity will keep searching the signal for 10s. If it gets the signal, the call will go on, else the call is finished. In order to guarantee the calling process is stable, every action can be executed when the time is more than 2s.

4.2. Building Model of SMAD

We use the Rhapsody to build the SMAD model for TS. Rhapsody developed by IBM supports the modeling for real-time system's hardware and software. According to the question’s description, we build the SMAD of TS which is shown in Fig. 10.
The TS SMAD has a concurrent structure and four decision structures. Time is an important attribute in the TS. We should use a clock to count the time when the TS comes into activities of count and check. We have shown the Chronometric Clock in Fig. 2. In this place, the which is one instance of Chronometric is achieved by time constrain language on the ideal Clock which is one instance of IdealClock. IdealClock represents the continuous and physical clock. We get clock by 0.001 discretization of idealClock. Then, we get c by sampling once every 1000 cycles of clock, which is shown in Fig. 11.

4.3. The Transformation Result and Verification

The transformation is divided into two steps: first, we make the semantic transformation on the meta-models in ATL which can map the meta-model elements between SMAD and timed automata; then, according to the transformation algorithms, we transform the concurrent and decision structures in ATL project. The detailed processes can be shown in [18], [19]. The meta-model of SMAD is shown in Fig. 12 and the meta-model can be shown in Fig. 13.

After semantic mapping and structures transformation, we transform the TS into NTA, which is consisted of many timed automata and idle. Each timed automata contains two locations: disabled and firing. The result is shown in Fig. 14.

In UPPAAL, we can use the CTL to verify the safety and liveness. The results are shown in Fig. 15.
The samples of safety and liveness's verification:

1. A[] not deadlock
   Description: the TS will not be deadlock
   Verification result: property satisfies;

2. A[] Con.ini1==1 and Con.ini2==1 imply Connecting 2Connected_trans.c>2
   Description: the time constructing a connection is more than 2s
   Verification result: property satisfies;

3. E[] Counting==1 and Over==1
   Description result: call is finished but counter goes on
   Verification result: property doesn't satisfy;

4. E[] Connecting2Connected_trans.firing and Connecting 2Connected_trans.c>30
   Description: the call time is more than 30s
   Verification result: property doesn't satisfy;

5. E[] Counting==1
   Description: when a connection is connected, counter starts to count
   Verification result: property satisfies.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at questions of real-time embedded systems, we use an extended SAD combining with semantic information of MARTE to describe the dynamic behaviors of real-time embedded systems in critical-safety applications. We research on the model transformation and formal safety verification of the system design. We build the meta-models of SMAD and timed automata. Then, we build the semantic mapping rules
between meta-models and construct the transformation algorithms of concurrent and decision structures. We design a model transformation and safety verification framework of SMAD, which achieves the transformation and verifies the safety of the SMAD. Compared with the model monitoring [31] which is another popular approach for safety verification, and compared with the ad-hoc which is the traditional transformation, this method is based on MDE and some tools. It is better to be achieved automatically. Compared with the transformation based on MDE, this paper uses the SysML and MARTE to model the embedded systems, which has better interoperability and completeness.

The future work we will do is as follows: the state explosion problem may be a serious problem for checking large systems and we may use the approach proposed in [32]. This paper uses some new attributes of SAD and we will introduce other attributes of SAD’s into the design of real-time embedded systems, such as flow. We may introduce the resource and Schedulability into the design of real-time embedded systems.
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